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The Tests: Covid-19 and the Benign Common Cold Coronavirus. Can They be Distinguished?

By Dr. Christian Drosten and Dr. Gary G. Kohls, July 15,

Some virologists are now saying that there are people who have become immune to
Covid-19, and that this “unnoticed” immunity is attributable to the (comparatively harmless)
coronavirus related to the common cold, which they have had in the past.

Warnings of  Possible Cover-Up in Progress as Trump Orders Hospitals  to Stop Sending
Coronavirus Data to CDC

By Jake Johnson, July 15, 2020

Public health experts are warning that coronavirus statistics will soon be newly vulnerable to
political manipulation after the Trump administration ordered hospitals to send Covid-19
patient data directly to a Department of Health and Human Services system rather than the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which usually receives the information and
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releases it to the public.

US Sanctions Are Part of a Multi-front War on Syria, and Its Long-suffering Civilians Are the
Main Target

By Eva Bartlett, July 15, 2020

On June 17,  the US implemented the Caesar  Act,  America’s  latest  round of  draconian
sanctions against the Syrian people, to “protect” them, America claims. This, after years of
bombing  civilians  and  providing  support  to  anti-government  militants,  leading  to  the
proliferation of terrorists who kidnap, imprison, torture, maim, and murder the same Syrian
civilians.

Profit Driven “Military Contracting” Camouflages Military Costs, Exacerbates Inequality

By Heidi Peltier, July 15, 2020

Military contracting was sold to the American people as a way to reduce the cost of military
operations, yet the result has been quite the opposite. Recent research of mine has shown
that rather than reduce costs, military contracting — or what I call the “Camo Economy”
because  it  camouflages  human  and  financial  costs  —  has  resulted  in  higher  costs  to
taxpayers. It has also distorted labor markets and contributed to rising inequality, as military
contractors earn excessive profits that enable them to pay their employees and particularly
their top executives much more than their counterparts in the public sector and most other
private sector jobs.

America, You’ve Been Blacklisted: McCarthyism Refashioned for a New Age

By John W. Whitehead, July 15, 2020

For those old enough to have lived through the McCarthy era, there is a whiff of something
in the air that reeks of the heightened paranoia, finger-pointing, fear-mongering, totalitarian
tactics that were hallmarks of the 1950s.

Back then, it was the government—spearheaded by Senator Joseph McCarthy and the House
Un-American  Activities  Committee—working  in  tandem  with  private  corporations  and
individuals to blacklist Americans suspected of being communist sympathizers.

US-Mexico Relations: The Outcome of the Trump-AMLO Meeting in Washington?
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By Nino Pagliccia, July 14, 2020

Mexican President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador (AMLO) has ended his trip to Washington
that was intended to celebrate with the signing of a joint declaration pertaining to the new
United  States-Mexico-Canada  Agreement  (USMCA)  that  took  effect  last  July  1.  Canada’s
Prime  Minister  Justin  Trudeau  was  the  only  leader  of  the  three  who  was  absent.

Iran, Coronavirus and U.S. Sanctions

By Robert Fantina, July 14, 2020

In 2018, the United States, under the confused and confusing leadership of the bizarre
Donald  Trump,  violated  domestic  and  international  law by  withdrawing  from the  Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action. This was an agreement made with Iran and China, France,
Russia,  the United Kingdom, the United States,  Germany and the European Union that
regulated  Iran’s  nuclear  program in  exchange for  the  lifting  of  sanctions  against  that
country. Among the provisions of the agreement were regular inspections of Iranian nuclear
development sites by the United Nations,  and the U.S.  Congress had to certify to the
president,  every  six  months,  that  Iran  was  in  compliance.   On January  16,  2016,  the
agreement went into effect, and sanctions against Iran were lifted.

Lockdowns: Essential to the Master Plan

By Renee Parsons, July 14, 2020

In early 2020, Neil Ferguson of the UK’s Imperial College used a scare tactic to predict that
80% of Americans would be infected and that there would be 2.2 million American deaths –
neither  of  which  materialized.    Yet  Ferguson’s  extremism accomplished  its  intended
purpose in establishing the basis for draconian Lockdown requirements.  Ferguson later
retracted his earlier prediction down to 20,000 fatalities.
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